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Cadets of the Military Academy of Modena,
left; Museo Enzo Ferrari, above
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Medieval Modena, top; DOP
Parmigiano-Reggiano cheese, above;
barrels of balsamic vinegar, below;
carvings on the Duomo facade
showing Adam and Eve digging,
below right
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There is Ferrara, Piacenza, Bologna,
Parma and lovely Modena. No matter the
season, houses, villas, arcades and towers are
ablaze with autumn hues, ochre, rust and
terracotta. Into this roseate streetscape I
stroll beside my local guide, Federica Comastri, and after crossing the main piazza we
come to the town’s late medieval Duomo.
I’ve begun to form a view about the
warmth of the Modenesi, based not on a
scientific survey but a lunch with three chatty
60-something women.
I rehearse it with Federica and she tilts her
head sceptically. “In fact we have a reputation
for being quite reserved,” she demurs. “Once
you get to know us, we warm up.” “But how
does one get to know you?” I ask. “Agh!” she
splays her hands.
The Duomo facade carvings seem to support my theory. “They’re the work of
Wiligelmo da Modena,” Federica says. “The
faces are mild, open; the figures a little bit
clumsy. There is nothing of the fierceness, the
rigidity, that you sometimes see in medieval
Christian imagery. And here’s an interesting
thing,” she says pointing to the scene of Adam
and Eve’s banishment from the Garden of
Eden, “in Paradise nobody has to work. But in
exile they have to cultivate their crops. Here
they are, man and wife working together.”
And sure enough, on either side of a towering plant, Adam and Eve are tilling the earth
with a pick apiece. Eve’s shoes, for some inexplicable reason, seem larger than Adam’s. In
another scene Cain slays Abel. God, in the
next lunette, lays a reassuring hand on the
primal murderer’s shoulder as if to say,
“There! There!” A forgiving God. Perfect gender equality.
What were they eating in Modena back in
the 12th century? I find the answer the next
day at a visit to 4 Madonne Caseificio
dell’Emilia, a maker of the region’s famed
DOP Parmigiano Reggiano, first produced
around 1200 as a hard granular cheese in the
Benedictine monasteries of nearby Parma.
The factory lies in the fertile Modenese
plain, with the Apennine range’s sunsplashed peaks of beaten silver to the east. I
join a standard tour and watch as the yield
from the morning milking (550 litres are used
to make one wheel of cheese) is mixed with
partly skimmed milk from the evening. And
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shazam. The milk begins to curdle, the curdled milk forms into smaller granules, and the
water is expelled from the granules, which
begin to form into a solid mass.
The mass is swaddled in linen cloth, like a
newborn, hoisted into a circular mould called
a fascera, and left to settle and solidify before
the salting process begins.
I leave the baby cheeses in their creche,
passing on to the next stage, the branding that
gives the cheese its stamp of origin.
“Only buy when you can see the brand,”
advises the tour guide. “Many people throw
the crust with the brand away. Don’t! It’s the
best part. Drop it into your tomato sauce. Put
it on the barbecue.”
Modena is an Italian gastronomic pilgrim
site, partly thanks to Massimo Bottura’s
much-laurelled Osteria Francescana (currently San Pellegrino’s Best European Restaurant and world No 2). My trip is not to a
temple of food art but to places where the
produce originates, and where it’s worked
into dishes at once classical and popular.
The next pilgrim site is Pedroni, smallscale producer of traditional Modenese balsamic vinegar in the hamlet of Rubbiara di
Nonantola. It’s a much misunderstood product, as the industrially manufactured supermarket-shelf version is ubiquitous, but the
traditional DOP condiment is priced like a
precious elixir (from about $70 for a 100ml
bottle purchased in situ) and rarely seen
beyond its country of origin.
Balsamic vinegar is basically concentrated

and wood-aged cooked wine but, when produced with this level of control and attention
to detail, it’s the very essence of culinary
craftsmanship. Made from local Trebbiano
grapes, the Extra Vecchio version is aged for a
quarter of a century in a procession of wooden casks (mulberry then chestnut, cherry, juniper and oak) just as the tradition itself has
been handed down at Pedroni from generation to generation since 1862.
Italo Pedroni is a genial and robust whitehaired patriarch — I put him around 80 years
of age but he has the vigour of a man 20 years
younger — who takes me to a table at his tavern, Osteria di Rubbiara.
There are two rules at his eatery, he
explains. First, you can only proceed to the
next course on the set menu after finishing
the dish in front of you. Second, cell phones
are checked into a hotel for mobile devices;
you take the key to the table and retrieve your
little electronic avatar after settling the bill.
The first commandment seems to rule out
finicky eaters, the second, teenagers. I have
no trouble complying with either, especially
as the dishes — tortellini followed by chicken
and vegetables, then cheese and ice cream —
come with balsamic ranging from the youngest, at 12 years, across several generations.
After lunch we head back to Modena for a
visit to Museo Enzo Ferrari, housed in the
Ferrari founder’s late 19th-century birthplace
and promoted as a “spectacular immersive
experience”. As I look over the contemporary
glass-fronted showroom with its electric yellow roof designed to evoke a Ferrari bonnet,
the lights dim and a stirring cinematic homage to Scuderia Ferrari’s racing history rolls
across a big screen.
It all seems a little too bombastic and “big
brand” after Italo, his resolutely old-school
tavern and his casks of thick sweet-sour vinegar ageing silently out of sight. But then we
cross from the showroom to the original Ferrari workshop, a long rectangular barn-like
building with a terracotta rooftop, and I note
the colour of the brickwork, all earth-toned
and warm, like Modena itself.
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